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To Guin Shea fron Harold Weisborss JFK assassination records appeals 6/19/79 : } prior appeals amplified 

  

ds I reviewed x exis when £ could I made copies some of which I have not yet been 

able to provide you with explanstions. Attached are some worksheets fro 10582555 that 

  

were made some time agp and I could mot addvess before now, 

  

Section 20, which was processed in 1/77, the sheet beginning with Serial 457, 

is more than half of referrals to the CIA, which the FRI never acts on referrals, s 

courtesy I suspect the FSI returns from my experiences with the GLA in requests. 

  

Almost two years has passed, under a iOsday lew. It is my recollection 

| aL had not acted, If this is not the casey two years is 

   

    

agency to which it made refe: 

much too long for information te be withheld under a 10day las, 

  

vassins to the BRE as well ae the Thus referral becames a convent 

suppression. Phe subject matter of Serials 457462 (both parts) is fairk: 

   

        

ot originate with the C14 but are internal 

i, lich Redorded, a GID note.) 

Hy first request for this information is one of the older ones. My appeals began 

to be renewed more then a year ages The withholding of this informationpalready 

yous, by the Commission and by others means, has 

    

disclosed in a record + have provide: 

  

beceme a means of disinformation. Here again referral to DCRU is up more than a dodge 

bé Gause DGRU has no meane of mowing what is within the public domain so it rubbem 

In general the foregoing applies also to 

beth withheld in their entirety, all 25 pages, by referra: 

  

    fication of the public & 

  

ais 937 and 944, both classified end 

  

cond from the Mexican police, There is with both the same public  



Sexial 1750 hes a Bel withholding ettri buted entively to the fact that it is 

  

aie" That, after the lapse of more than a dozen years, is not 
& legitimate basis, espacially when the reoowd t¢ fron the Ottews Legat. The FRE marks 

ail of that stuff that way on the fiction that i45 reletions with the Canadian police 

is a national deverse seoreis I have provided an affidevit to whieh i attached a dozen 

emutples of the withholding of whet was already disclosed on tis Metions2 basie and 

The explanation for the withbolding in 1757 aleo is no nore thon "marked secret, 

This taised the question of when. It is common practise te classify after ny reque 

  

ave received. 

There Was wnosrtainty with 2265 se it in the end was algo dumped into the CLA 

2499 was physioaliy rempyed fren the file and med to “JUER", date act 
given but in WAIL" has been released, There ig Mttle if 

any secrecy left, There is no exemption for this. The explanation of the pemibtinete 

item on the same page, Not Reeprded and interml, is illegitie, 

The last four attached items, begining with Serial 2368, withhold a total of 

31 pages in their entirety, with weferral to DONT. Additionsl quéstions this raises 

relate to the improbability of nothing be 

          

Of course I am appealing all the foregoing withholdings,


